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Archives have gained recent attention in movies and news articles with movies like The 
Mummy and National Treasure and an article in the New York Times that describes the 
next generation of archivists as being young and attractive.  Archives also share a 
connection with the media by providing material to assist media professionals in digging 
into the lives of famous individuals.  Steen library’s East Texas Research Center has 
provided this type of assistance for the recent movie, Charlie Wilson’s War.  Learn about 
the collections of politician Charlie Wilson and how archives are staying relevant by 
offering material and contributing to the production of movies, documentaries, and news 
programs.  
Archives In Films 
Archives have gained recent attention in movies (National Treasure) and 
news articles that describe the next generation of archivists as being young 
and attractive.  Archives also share a connection with the media by 
providing material to assist media professionals in digging into the lives of 
famous individuals.   
Archives In Films 
Steen Library’s East Texas Research Center has provided this type of 
assistance for the recent movie, Charlie Wilson’s War. Universal Studios 
used photographs from the ETRC to produce props and publicity material 
for the movie.   
